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AN EMPLOYMENT GAME BETWEEN GOVERNMENT AND
FIRMS

RAYMOND H. J. M. GRADUS AND AART J. UE ZEEUW
Depurrmrrn aj Economics, Trlburg University, Posrbox 90l53, NL-5000 LE "I'ilburg, Nerherlunds

SUMMARY

Dynamic taxa[ion of profits is a differential game between government and firms. The state equarion is
[he accumulation of capital stock due to the investment of firms. The objective of the firms is the total
stream of dividends. The objective of the government is total employment. With high tax revenuzs the
government can stimulate public employment, bul economic growth slows down, which is bad for private
employmcnt.

The time-ínconsistent open-loop Stackelberg solution for this dilTerential game is compared with the
tinre-consistent feedback Stackelberg solution. The etiicicncy of the sotutions and the sensitivity with
respect to capital~labour intensiveness are investigated.

~ev wottns UifTerential game theory Time inconsistency Optimal dynamic taxation
Employment policy

I . INTRODUCTION

In the area of dynamics of the firm several models have been constructed for the dynamic
behaviour of the firm (for a survey see Reference 1). In some of these models the effects of
governmcnt measures such as the corporate tax rate and investment grants are investigated (see
e.g. References 2-4). However, a drawback of tltese models is that the policy of the
governmen[ is taken exogenously whereas it seems reasonable to consider not only that the firm
will react to changes in government policy but also that the government will react to changes
in the firm's policy. We can deal with this critique by modelling the problem as a dynamic
game between government and a representative lirm.

ln this paper we focus on the employment problem of the government. In times of high
wlemployment the govermnent is forced to make a choice, among other things, of whelher to
rely on the private sector to create employment or to crea[e employment in the public sector.
The second possibility is subject to more direct control but has to be financed by corporate
taxation. High taxation implies less investment possibilities for firms, which in turn might
imply Icss employment in the private sector and less future tax revenues. The question is
whether or not the creation of extra public employment with high taxation is a good
employment policy. The instrument of [he government in this model is the corporate tax rate.

"fhe tirm wants to maximize the total stream of dividends. It is assumed that real wages are
lixed and that the lirm can sell what il wants and can a[tract the proGt-maximizing amount
oF labour at each point ín time. It follows that the crucial decision the lirm has to makc
conccrns the division of after-tax prolits belwecn inveslment and dividend.'~'~5 IuvesUnent
Icads to a growth in capital stock with more profits in the future but Icaves less dividend.

01-t3-2087~92~010057-ISE05.00 Received 4 Aprr! 1991
~5~ 1992 by John Wiley 8c Sons, Ltd. kevised 17 Derember 199!
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The rnathematical structure of the model proves to be similar to the mathematical slructure
of the Lancasterb model of capitalism. Because it can reasonably be assumed that thc
govermnent has to decide on the tax policy before the f~rm makes decisions, the relevant
solution concept for the game is the Stackelberg solution concept. 'ihe open-loop Stackelberg
solution for the Lancaster game has been presented before in the litcrature,' but this result is
not fully correcL The error is due to the fact that there is some mistuiderstanding about delta
functions (see e.g. Reference R). The correct solution will be derived in this paper and will be
used to find the optimal employment policy. As usual, lhe open-loop Stackelberg solution
displays time inconsistency.9 The requirement of strong time consistency leads to the feedback
Stackelberg solution, which can be obtained by Bellman's principle of optimality. Pinally, it
will be shown that only in some special cases is the open loop Stackelberg solution for this
game efficient.

In general the solution of Ihe employment game between government and firm leads to an
initial period with a low corporate tax rate and high investments and a subsequent pcriod with
a high corporate tax rate and low investments. I3oth players are willing to be modest for a while
in order to accumulate capital stock, which is beneficial for lioth of them. Undcr tlre
reyuirement oF urong time consistency the policy switch occurs earlier with lower total
employment and lower total dividends. This is the correct model, when the government cannol
conunit itself to an announced policy and when the firm expects rational behaviour of thc
government at all times. The strongly time-consislent outcome is never efficient and thc time-
inconsis[ent outcome is only efficient when the production technology is labour-intensive or
when the tax rate cannot become too low. Furthermore, it is shown that the policy switch
occurs later For either a very tabour-intensive or a very capital-intensive production
technology.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the differential game bclwcen
government and firm. Section 3 derives the relevant solutions for this difl'erential game. In
Section 4 the different outcomes are compared and inlerpreted. In Seclion 5 the effect of
variations in the indicator of capital~labour intensiveness is analysed. Section 6 concludes the
papcr.

2. THE MOUEL

Suppose that the representative finn is operating under a constant-returns-to-scale production
tcchnology of the Cobb-Uouglas type

Q-K"L~"` Ocnc I (I)

where Q denotes production, K denotes capital stock and L denotes labour in the privatc
sector. Il is assumed that the finn is not constrained on bolh output and labour markets. This
irnplics Ihat unernployment corresponds to classical unemployment in the sense of
htalinvaud. r~ Furthermore, suppose that the real wage rv~p, 0 G w~p G I, is fixed and take for
simplicity p- L The assumption of a fixed real wage can be sustained by the theory of implicit
contracts or efficiency wages ~~ or by trade union behaviour.1z The maximization of profit

II - Q - rvL (2)

leads to the well known condition that lhe marginal productivity of labour eyuals the real
wage, which implies lhat labour is a linear function of capital stock:

v
L- ~(1 -a) I~ tt K (3)` rv
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Substitution of (l) and then (3) into (2) gives the profit as a linear function of capital stock:

R - (3K (4)

where the rentability of capital stock R is given by
1 v,.-i

Q-a~(1 -a) ti~) (j)

The ftrm has to decide on the division of after-tax profits (I - r)II, where r denotes [he
corporate tax rate, between dividend D and investment !:

(1-r)fI-Dt1

Investment can oniy be financed by retained earnings, so that

0~1~(!-r)aK

Invcstmcnt accounts for the growth of capital stock

fC(!) - 1(t)

(6)

(8)

The firm's objcctive is to maximize the total stream of dividends over a planning period [0, T] :

1 T D(r) d~ (9)
Jo

Since the labour input L is a s[atic variable in the optimization problem, it is correct to hrst
maximize profi[s wi[h respect to L and then maximize (9) (see e.g. Reference I).

It is assumed that the government can use tax income rIl to create public cmployment 1'or
thc same wage tv as in the private sector. Under the assumptions that the government has to
pay back its debt and that the interest rate equals lhe discount rate, it does not make any
dilference whether the government can issue bonds or not. The government's objective is to
maximizc total employmcnt over the planning period [0, T]:

f ~ r(I)1l(!)~~v)t ~ d~ (to)J t~ rt~
The government's instrument is the corporate tax rate r. It is assumed thnt

OGri SrCrzC 1, ri ~ rz

where r, and rz arc the minimal and maximal tax rates respectively. lt seems reasonable to state
that thcre are always some taxes aud that profits are never taxed away completely.

In essence the results of the paper are not aiTected by introducing deprecia[ion of the capital
stock or discounting of the objective functions. ~'he crucial assumptions are that investments
are irrcversible, that the planning horizon is finite and that neither the tirm nor the governmrnt
c.ui borrow. ln order to rclax the las[ assumption, a much more difficult modcl with linancial
niarke[s wotdd be required. The assumption of irreversible investments is not too severe, since
thc yualitalive results of the paper will not chaugc as tong as inves[ments are only partly
rcversiblc. An intinite planning horizon will certainly change the results. Such a model should
be combined with adjustment costs of capital accumula[ion. However, the importance of the
future after T can also be described with a salvage vatue qK(T) and for q ~ 1 the qualitative
restdts of the paper still hold (see in a different context also Reference j).
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Substitution of (6) and then (4) into (9) leads to the following behavioural model for the
finn:

rr
maximize

J
([ I - r(t)]~BK(I) - I(t)[ dt (12)

it. ~ o

subject to (7)

Substitution of (5) into ( 3) leads to L-[(1 - rY)p~aw]K and substitution of this result and Ihen
(4) into (10) leads to the following bchavioural model for the govcrnment:

maximise r r rl-a} r(I)~ a K(t) d1 (13)
,t. r J p ` a W

subject to (11)

Government and firm maximize their objectives subject to lhe dynamic conslraint (8) with
initial condition K(0) - Ko.

The strategic dynamic interaction between government and firrn is described by the
dil7erential game (12), (13). This difl'erential game is in structure similar to the Lancaster'
game of capitalism, which was further investigated by Hoel,13 Pohjola' and Ba~ar et a!. " Thc
government plays the role of the workers and the firm plays the role of the capitalists. In the
next section several relevant equilibria for the differential game (12), (13) will be derived.

3. STRATECIC EQUILIBRIA

In this section game equilibria for the differential game (12), (13) are derived. It is essenlial
to establish first whether the mood of play is co-operative or non-co-operative, whether the
players act simultaneously or sequentially, whether the players can commit themselves or not
and what information is available to lhe players.13 lt is reasonable lo assume here that thc
game is non-co-operative and that the government chooses the corporate tax rate policy before
the firm chooses the investment policy. "Therefore the Stackelberg solulion concept scelrl5
appropriate. The `open-loop' Stackelberg solution requires that the players commit Ihcroschcs
from the beginning to a strategy for the whole period and assumes thal the playcrs have no
infonnation on the 'state' of the system, which in this game is the level of capital stock. I his
solution displays time inconsistency,' which means [hat the government will have an incenlive
lo devíate from the announced policy at some laler point in time. This result is well known
in the literature on capilal taxation. ~~ The government may announce that it will not tax
capital in order to encourage accumulation, but once the capital is in place, the governmcut
may be tempted to renege on its promise because laxation of existing capital is non-
dislortionary. 'fhe time inconsistency of the open-loop Stackelberg solution was deteclecl
carlicr iu Ihc cuntrol litcraturc hut undcr a difl'crcnt hcading; namcly, il can also be Stalcd that
the principle of optimality does not generalize to the open-loop Stackelberg solution."

The assumption lhat each player in principle reconsiders its strategy at each point in time
requires thal the players are not committed to an announced strategy and Ihat they have
informalion on the state of the syslem (this is sometimes referred to as the requirement of
`strong time consistency''"). This requirentent leads to the `feedback' Stackelberg solution."
In order to be able to check the efTicicucy of the two solutions, the Pareto optimal strategy
sets will also be derived. In this sectiort it will be assumed that the maxitnal corporate tax rate
r1 is at least 1.
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Prupusition I

(i) If r, ~ 1- IJ2a, the open-loop Stackelberg solu[ion for the differential game (12), (13)
with the government as leader and the firm as follower is given by

T(t)-T, and !(t)-~8(t - r,)exp[(1 -r,)~it)Kn for tE [O,tós)
r(t) - r, and I(I) - 0 for t E(tós, T]

wherc tós- T- t JQ(! - r, ).

(la)

(ii) It' r, G 1- lJ2n, the open-loop Stackelberg solution for the differential game ( 12), (13)
with the government as leader and the firm as follower is given by

r(t)-T, and I(t)-~3(1 - r,)exp[(1 -r,)(3t)Ko for tE [O,tos)
(IS)

f r(t ) dt -(2a - 1)J(3 over ( t i's, Tj and !(t)- 0 for t E (t i's, T]

where [ ~s - T- 2aJ(3.

Proo~ The proof resembles Pohjola's' derivation of the open-loop Stackelberg solution for
the Lancaster game. However, Pohjola is not correct in his conctusion that the costate qc (see
below), whiclt he denotes by z, changes after tlte follower's policy switch. The open-loop
Stackelberg solution results from the sequential application of Pontryagin's maximum
principle and the Stackelberg equilibrium concept. It fits in the framework of Wishart and
Olsder's ~y paper on discontinuous Stackelberg solutions.

The firm is follower and maximizes (l2) subject to (7) and ( g). This is a control problem with
a mixed constraint. The way to handle these problems is described in Reference 20 (pp.
269-312). The Hamiltonian function for this maximization problem is given by

Ht(K,l,Pr, t)- [1 -rU)1QK-!t pr! (16)

and tlte Lagrangian function is given by

Lr(!{,l,Pr,P,,Pz,t)-[1-r(tNpK-lt pFltP,ltPz[[I -r(t)1RK-!) (17)

where p,. is tlte costate and p, and pz are the Lagrange ntultipliers. The necessary and sufficient
condilions are:

I(1) maximizes tl,:(K(t), I, p,.(t), t) subject to (7) (18)

-1 tP,U)tP,(t)-Pz(t)-0 (19)

Pr(t)- -R[1 -r(t)1 -Pz(t)~[I -r(t)], Pr(T)-0 (20)

P, (t) ~ 0 (- 0 iff I(t) 1 0) (21)

Pz(t) ~ 0 (- 0 iff !(t) C [l - r(t)I,QK(t)) (22)

The solution is given in Table I.

Table 1. The open-loop Stackelberg solution

rE h.t~s) rE Ir~s.Tl

P,(t) n t- Pr(t) 1 0
P:(!) Pr(r) - I ~ 0 0
t(r) lt - r(r)I t~KU) 0
Pr(t) -PrU)BIl -rU)1 -dlt -r(t)1
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Whcn the firm's investment rate is defined as

0 if !fJ)-0i(I) -
I if 1(r) - lt - r(r))QKU)

(21)

then the solution can be rewrilten as

i(r) o ir p,:(r) ~ 1 (2a)
- I ir pru) ~ I

i~~(r)- -(~I[t -r(r)1 [I -i(r)l fpr(r)f1 - r(r)li(r)I, pr(T)-0 (25)

The Hamiltonian function for the maximization prob)em of the govermnent is now givcn by

Nc;(k-.PI.r,Pc.c7c:,1)-1~1-~tr~ ~ tpc(t-r)i(p,:)1(3K
ll ~ rl' J

- I(l - r)(1 - i(pr)I f pl (t - r)i(hl ) ilj9c: (26)

It follows thal the govcrnment's optimal strategy is given by

r(r) -
r, if g(r) G 0
rZ if g(r) ~ U

whcrc

(271

RU)-(~ -pc;UNU))h'(r)f ll i-i(!)1 -t-hrU)iV)I9c;U) (2R)
IV

Ihat thc coslale p(; is given by the adjoint system

~~c(r)- -l~l 1 t-~t rU)~ ~ f pc:U)ll -r(r)]i(hrU))J , Pc(7~)-0 (29)L ` (Y IV

and that the coslate pc; is given by the adjoint syslem

~Ic:(!)- -dit -r(!)I (Ipc;(!)K(r)f jl -hrUH9c(1)) dpr (!)-iU)9c;U)~. 4(aU)-U
(3U)

l he costatcs pr and pe: are mono[onically dccreasing. Suppose that ï is Ihe point in timc
vvhcle the firm switches from investment to dividcnd ( pr (ï) - 1). The invcshnent nattcrn
becomes

r(r) -{I if r c ï
(31)

In Ihe space of genera)ized functions ( see Reference 8, Sections 1.3 and 2.2) this function has
the dcrivative - ó(I - ï), whcre b denotes the so-called delta function. Furlhermorc,
~i,(ï)- -(3(t - r(ï)(. It follows that in the space of gencralizcd functions
-~3(1 - r(!)(di(!)~dp, behavcs like -ó(r - ï). The function iqc: vanishcs bcc~use lhe fuuction
i is zero after ï and the function qc is zero before i. Purthermore, the costate yc; is constanl
bul non-zero a(ler ï and its value can be calculaled as follows:

I , f I , f

9cUte)- J- qc:U) dr- ~... -à(r-ï)IPa(1)K(r)t ll -pr(r)19o(r)I dr (32)
I - f I f
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with e 1 0. Partial integration yields
írC

qc(ite)-f(r)Ipc(t)K(t)t [1 -pr(t)19c(t)I I. -iPc(t)K(t)t It-PF(t)19e(t)I
!-f

- -Pc(t)K(f)

Since i(t )- 0 ancl thus K(t) - K(!) for t 7 t, it follows that

K(t)-~y-pcU)~K(1) fortl~

The adjoint systems for the costates`pi. and pc, after the switch point ! become

-f

(33)

(34)

Pr-(t)- -Qll - r(t)l, Pr(t)- t, Pr(T) -~ (35)

Pc(t)- -R~Iá~t r(!)I w, pc(T)-0 (36)

Firstly, g([) ~ 0, so that pc(i) e`IJw and

r(tiii) -

rz for t~!, leads to a contradiction with
(35) and (36), because it was already assumed that rz ~ J.

Secondly, if rr G I- IJ2a, then g(t) G 0, so that pc(() 1 iJw and r(t) - ri for 1 1 f, yields
a contradiction with (35) and (36).

Thirdly, if ri ~ t- l J2a, then g(t) - 0, so that pc(t) - lJw, contradicts with (35) and (36).
The following conclusions can be drawn.

If r, ~ I- lJ2a, then g(t) c 0, so that r(t) - ri for t 1 F. The value of the switch point ~
can easily be found from the adjoint system (35). Furthennore, if r, e I- I J2n, then g(1) - 0,
so that pc(t) - IJw. The value of the switch point t as well as

Jr(t ) dt -(2a - 1)Jt3 over (1, T] (37)

can be fouud from the adjoint systems (35) and (36) with pe,(t)- IJw.
finally, the palh of investment actions beforc the swilch point can be found by integrating

(8) with t(t)-(I -rr)RK(t). Q.E.D.

In Proposition 1(ii) thc government's strategy aftcr ti's ís not unique. Owing to the error
in his derivation, this non-uniqueness of the equilibrium was not found by Pohjola.' The
government can choose, for example, an average tax rate 1- I J2a or can choose to continuc
I'or a while with the minimal tax rate ri and then switch to the maximal tax rate rz at

tos - T- 2cr(I - ri )- I
(38)R(rz - r~ )

The values of Ihe outcome of the gamc, however, are the same for all these possible strategies.

PropusiNon 2

Thc fecdback Stackelberg equilibrium for thc ditl'erential gume (12), (13) with the
governmcnt as leadcr and the firm as foflower leads to thc followins path of actions:

r(t)-r~ .and tU)-R(I -rr)CxPÍ(I -rt)Rt)Ko for tE [O,tFS) (39)

r(t)-rz and 1(t)-0 for tE(1rs,T)

where t's - T- I JR( I- rz ).
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Proof. The feedback Stackelberg equilibrium results from the application of dynantic
programming and the Slackelberg equilibrium concept ( see e.g. Reference 14). 'rhe
Halnilton-Jacobi-Iiellmart equations are given by

V,:, f max (( t - r)sK - l f V,:KiJ - o (40)
lE I~i.ll -,IRKI

Vc,r-a- rnax ~~t-~t r~ Q Kf Vc;KI(r)J -0 (41)
.El,..~il a w

where Vc; and V, are the value functions for the government and firm respectivcly and !(r)
denotes the rational investment decision of the firm at (t, K) given the tax rate chosen by the
government al ((,K). This rational reaction results from the maximization in cquation (40).

The rational reaction of the firm at (r,K) is

1- (0 if V,:K(!, K) C I
1(I - r)~3K if V,K(I,K) ~ 1

(d2)

The optimal action of the government at (I, K), given the rational reaction of the firm at (r, k")
is

r- TI if 1-(I-r)(3K and Vc;K((,K)1I~w
(43)

rz if 1-0or l-(1-r)(3Kand Vcx(!,K)G I~w~

When the firm's invesUnent ra(e is again defined as in (23), the equilibrium at (!, k') can thcn
bc written as

i-(0 if VrK(!, K) G I (44)
tl if VrK(!, K) ~ I

r-(rl if iVcK(t. K) 1 Ifw
(45)

irz if iVc,K(!,K) G I~w

tiecause the problem is sta[e-separable (sce e.g. Reference 2[), it is easy to check that
Vc;U. K)- I~cU)K and Vr(I. K)- Pr(!)K wilh

pE:U)- -R[(lác-Ttr(!)) w}PE:(()[1 -r(!)liU)], po(T)-0 (4G)

pr(r)- -!il[t -r(!)J II -i(t)J tpr(!)[I -rU)li(!)I, Dr.(T)-o (47)

satisfy the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations.
In the fecdback Stackelberg equilibrium there is a period (lr~s, TJ where i(I)-U and thus

r(!) - rz. The point in time IFS can be found from the adjoint system for the costate p,.
Because it is assumed that rz ~ Z, so that rz 1 I- 1~2a, the value of the costate pc at !~s is
larger than I~w. Purthermore, both costates pr and pc are monotonically decreasing. It
follows that before the point in time Irs, i(!) - I and r(!) - rl. The path of invesunent actions
before the switch point can again be found by integration of (8). Q.GD.

Proposilion 3

The Pareto optimal or efficicnt solutions for the differential game (I2), (13), with a and
I- a, 0~)` ~ 1, denoting the relative weights of the objective functions of the government
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and firm respectively, in terms of investment rates are given by

(i) if 1` ~ (1 - ~)w,

whcre

(II) It Á G (1 - Á)N',

where

(111) I~ Á - (t - Á)If',

r(t) - rl and i(t )- I for t E[0, t P)

r(t)-rz and i(t)- I For tE (tP,ti )

r(t)-rz and i(t)-0 fortE(ti',T],

1z-7.- I-~
r 1-a ` 1 1

,QI ~~ a t rzJ W t(1 - 1`)(1 - rz)J
~(1-atll I

1. ~ 1 l a J w
tl -tz

-Q(t-rz) In
~~l-atrz~ ~ t(I-)`)(1-rz)

` a N'

r(t )- r, and i(t) - 1 for t E ~ 0, t; )
r(t) - r, and i(t) - 0 for t E(ti, Tj

lP-T-
), trl -~- I-1` 1-rl)

i -

aL `1-a I 1 ( )( ,a W

r(t) - rl and i(t) - I for I E ( 0, t.i')
r(t ) E(rl, rz ] and i(t) - 0 for t E(!~ , T]

where !~' - T- a~~3.

6S

(~g)

(49)

l50)

Proof. The efGcient or Pareto optimal solutions result again from control theory with a
mixed constraint applied to the weighted sum of the two objective functionals. The optimal
co-operalive strategy is given by

i(t) - 0 if p(t) - l t l` G O
- I ifp(t)-lt)`10

r(t) - rl if )`~w C max(P(t), 1-),)
rz if 1`~w, max(P(I), I-]`)

whcrc the costate p is given by the adjoint system

P(t) - -!3[a(1~a t r(t)~ W t(1 - a)(I - r(!)1( t- i(!)1 t p(t)(1 - r(t)l t(t)],

(51)

P(T ) - ~ (52)
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Again there is a point in time where the firm switches Crom investment to dividend. The value
o( the corporate tax rate r after that point in time depends only on the value of a, since
p(t) G I-~. The switch points for the different values of M1 can then be found from the
adjoint system for the costate p. If )`~N~ G 1- M1, then the value of the corporale tax rate r
before that switch point is r,. If )`~w ~ I- M1, then the government switches frotn the rninimal
tax rate ri to the maximal tax rate rz at the point in time whcre the costatc p is cqual to
),~ rr~. Q. E. U.

In the preceding analysis it is lacitly assumed that the values of the model parameters arc
such that thc switches in policy in the planning period actually occur. It should be noted,
however, that this is not always the case. For example, if ~3(I - rz)TC 1, then the finn will
never invest in the feedback Stackelbcrg equilibriurn and the government will always choose
llie maximal tax rate rz.

In lhe next sections thesc results will be used for an analysis of Ihe model presentcd in
Section 2.

4. THE `BEST' ENIPLOYMENT POL[CY

Most strategic equilibria show a switch from a period with a low corporate tax rate and a high
investment rate to a period with a high corporate tax rate and a low inveshnent rate. 'ihc
government is willing to postpone a high tax rate if the firm is willing to postpone the pay-ou1
of dividends and vice versa, in order to create higher future profits.

The best employment result is achieved when government and firrn co-operate with the total
employment over the planning period as common objective. As can be seen from Proposition
3(i) with M1- l, this implies that the firm only invests and does not pay out dividend, which
is to be expected. However, in the situation of decenlralized decision making the best
employment result is achieved in [he open-loop Stackelberg behavioural equilibrium. Under
the assumption of Proposition 1(i), which means a labour-intensive technology or a high
minimal corporate tax rate, the open-loop Stackelberg solution is efficient but with full wcight
on the objeclive functional of the firm O` - 0 in Proposition 3(ii)). It is to be expected that in
this case only the minimal corporate tax rate is Ievicd. Under the assumption of Proposition
1(ii), which means a capital-intensive technology with a low minimal corporate tax rate, thc
open-loop Stackelberg solution is not efficient. The structure of the solution resembles the
sh ucture of the efficient solution of Proposition 3(iii), but the switch point differs. However,
the open-loop Stackelberg solution dominates the feedback Stackelberg equilibrium in thc
sense that both players are better ofT. It is easy to show that in both behavioural models the
equilibrium value of the firm's objective functional is equal to the level of capital stock at the
switch point (which is equal to the final level of capital stock). In addition, the firm invests
longer in the open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium than in the feedback Stackelberg equilibrium:
t~5, tFS tos, trs Furthermore, it is not difficult to show that the feedback Stackelberg
equilibrium is in fact equal to the open-loop Nash equilibriurn of this model with a mixed
constraint. As a result the government as leader is worse off than in the open-loop Stackelbcrg
equilibrium. Figure I illustrates what happens. As open-loop Stackelbcrg equilibrium, the one
from Proposition 1(ii) with investment switch li's and tax switch Ji's, according to equation
(32), is cliosen.

Two numerical examples might clarify the results. In Example I lhe efficient open-loop
Stackelberg equilibrium from Proposition I(i) appears. In Example 2 the open-loop
Stackelberg equilibrium with investment switch I os and tax switch t os is chosen.
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~ tax revcnucs in open-loop Slackcllxrg equilibrimn

~ tax revenues in fccdback Stackclbe:rg equilibrium
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Pigure L Capital accumula~ion in diB'ercnt strategic equilibria

6.rumple I

Suppose tv - z, h'(0) - I, T- 8, ri - 0-25, rz - 0-75 and a- 0-25 (Table 11).

Table 11. Example I(a - 0.25)

FDS OLS~Parcto (~ - 0)

Investment switch 3-26 6.42
Tax switch 3-26 8
Total employment 295.64 998.75

Private 243 ~ 84 (82010) 918.85 (92v1a)
Public 51.80 (ISolo) 79.91 (8010)

Total dividend 7.87 58- 12
Final capital 7~87 58~12
FBS, feedback Stackclberg solution; OLS, open-loop Siackelberg
solwion.

E.~urt7ple 2

Suppose w- i, K(0) - I, T- 8, r~ - 0-25, rz - 0-75 and a- 0-75 (Table 111).
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It is interesting to note that private employment as a percentage of total cmployment
inereases for the more el)icient outcomes. The reason is that the nwre efócient outcomes have
a longcr period of investment.

The well known drawback of the open-loop Stackelberg cquilibrium is that the leader's

strategy is time-inconsistenL (t will be immediately clear that the government's optimal
strategy after the firm has stopped investing, at that point in time, is to levy the maximal
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Table Itl. Exam~le 2 (a-0-75)

f 13S O LS Pareto (7~ - ;1

Investmcnt switch I-2R 5-49 6. 12
Tax switch I-28 7-SR 8
l'otal employment 6-31 39-44 42~35

Privale 2-2b (3fiolo) 2Q.89 (47010) 24.20 (S7olo)
Public 4-OS (G4olo) 18-SS (53010) IR.IS (43~10)

Total dividend I-77 II-S3 12-8R
Final capilal 1-77 II-53 IS-3S

corporate tax rate, which is not prescribed by the open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium. It follows
that the essential questions are whether the government will deviale from the announced tax
policy or not and whether the firm will believe the government's announcement or noL If thc
government can commit itself to an announced policy or if the government has a strong
reputation, the open-loop Stackelberg behavioural model is appropriatc. If the government
cannot commit itself or has a bad reputation, the feedback Stackelberg eyuilibrium results,
which leads to worse outcomcs for both employment and the value of thc fum. !n this way
benchmarks are set for the analysis of the trade-ofT between commitments or reputation on thc
one hand and the effectiveness of an employment policy on the other hand.

5. SENSITlVITY FOR CAPITAL~LABOUR IN'T'ENSIVENESS

The real wage w and the bounds r, and T z ~n the corporate tax rate r are supposed to be fixed.
Because the rcal wage w is fixed, the clasticity parameter a of the Cobb-Douglas produclion
function ( 1) represents the capital~labour intensiveness of the production technology in the
modcl. For ~ close to zero the production technology is very labour-intensive and for a ctose
to one the production technology is very capital-intensive. For the feedback Stackclberg
strategic equilibrium the point in time where the switch occurs to a higher tax rate and the
pay-out of dividends occurs is given by trs in Proposition 2. For the open-loop Stackclberg
strategic equilibrium this switch point is given by r~s in Proposition I(i) for n G 1~2(I - rt)
and by tos in Proposition I(ii) for a~ 1~2(I - ri). With equation ( S) these switch points are
a function of a, the indicator of capital~labour intensiveness.

It is easy to show that the rentability of the capital stock f3, given by equation (5), is minimal
for n-- 1- w with value 1- w and that lim„1n~3 - ~ and lim„tIR - I. !t is also easy to show
that a~p is maximal for ~ satisfying

~tln((I-rY) ~~-0 (53)
` w

which implies a 1 1- w and that lim„ln(~j13) - 0 and lim„tl(a~R) - 1.
Figure 2 shows the switch points as a function of n, wlrere w, rt and rZ take lhe same valucs

as in Examples I and 2. Since the graphs of ta's and t~s intersect for a- 1~2(I - rt)( -; ), it
follows that the minimum of ló5 and los represents the switch point for the open-loop
Stackelberg equilibrium as a function of a. As was stated before, the switch point trs for the
feedback Stackelberg equilibrium lies uniformly under the switclr point min(t,~,'s, I i's). Typical
for both equilibria is that for a close to zero or a very labour-intensive production tecltnology
the switch occurs close to the end of the planning horizon. In this case the finn waits with the
pay-out of dividends until the very end of the planning period. The reasons are that the long
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period of investment Icads lo a Ituge capital stock and that lim„IOR -~, so that according tu
cquaiion (4) the profits are very high. The government is also satisfied, because the long pcriod
of investment and lhe very labour-intensive production technology lead to a lot of private
employroem, and high profits at the cnd Icad to high tax revenues at the end. for a close to
unily or a very capital-intensive produc[ion technology the switch oce:urs nol so late, but later
than for a mixed production technology. In the feedback Stackelberg equilibrium the switch
occurs earlicst for a- I- n~ ( - i). for the chosen values of u~ and il thc same applies fur thi
open-luop Slackelberg eyuilibrium.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A dilTcrcutial game is playcd bctween the government and a rcpresentativc lirm. The fum
wants tu maximicr the tolal stream uf dividends anJ cau Jrtermine investmenu. The
~uvcrnment wants lo maxin)ize total cn)ployment, which is the sum of public and private
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employment, and can determine the corporate tax rate. If the government can conunit itself
or has a strong reputation, the open-loop Stackelberg model is the correct behavioural model.
Otherwise the feedback Stackelberg model should be used. The game is in structure similar to
Lancaster's game of capitalism. The main difference is that in the model of this paper a mixed
constrainl appears in the optimization problem. Morc importantly, howevcr, is that Ihc paper
corrects lhe open-loop Stackelberg solutions for Ihis type of model.

The feedback Stackelberg equilibrium leads to Iess accumulation of capilal stock and gives
worse results for both the government and the finn. In lhe absence of commitmcnls nc~
effectiveness of an employment policy depends on tl)e government's reputation. Typically a
switch occurs from investment with low taxes to the pay-out of dividends with high taxes. A
very labour-intensive production technology leads to a very sllort period of dividend payments.
For a very capital-intensive production technology the period of dividend payments is also
relatively short, but not as short as for a very labour-intensive production technology.

A first suggestion for further research is to extend the basic model in order to investigate
Ihe precise effects of other production technologies. Afterwards the model shoul(I be embedded
in a more general macroeconomic context.
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